CLRI TRAINING ON LEADERSHIP AND SOFT SKILLS 2nd BATCH

Leadership and soft skills training programme had been planned and organized to enrich leadership and soft skills of Ethiopian delegates from LIDI (Leather Industry Development Institute) and ecbp (Engineering Capacity Building Programme). The training programme was conducted by the eminent world class trainers from M/s ZEAL training team. Twelve Ethiopian delegates along with eight CLRI staffs were the participants of the programme.

2nd -8th JUNE 2012 (YELAGIRI AND CHENNAI)

TRAINERS : Ravindran & Nilofer

TOPICS COVERED :

- LEADERSHIP –VARIOUS FORMS
- STRATEGY –LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT
- CHANGE –LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT
- EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE IN LEADERS
- GOAL SETTING FOR LEADERS
- INTERPERSONAL SKILLS
- CREATIVITY & INNOVATION IN LEADERSHIP
- PROCRASTINATION AND TIME MANAGEMENT
- DECISION MAKING & PROBLEM SOLVING
- COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND BODY LANGUAGE
- POSITIVE ATTITUDE –THE POWER OF POSITIVE THINKING
- POWER OF MIND –TAPPING YOUR POTENTIAL/MEMORY
- EXCELLENCE AND DOMINATING YOUR LIFE
- NEGOTIATION SKILLS
- MANAGING STRESS

ACTIVITIES : TO REITERATE AND ENFORCE LEARNINGS FROM SEMINARS

TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES: ON DECISION MAKING, PROBLEM SOLVING, CREATIVE THINKING AND POSITIVE ATTITUDE.

TEAM GAMES: TO BUILD TEAM SPIRIT, COMMUNICATION, PROBLEM SOLVING, DECISION MAKING, STRESS MANAGEMENT, CREATIVITY, TIME MANAGEMENT, PLANNING ETC

MOVIES AND VIDEOS: TO INSPIRE, MOTIVATE AND RECHARGE
Leadership trainees with the leaders of CLRI

Trainees during an early morning activity session
An exercise breaking the heads of the trainees

A calm session during the training in Chennai